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Pressure dependent structural measurements on monodispersed nanoscale SrTiO3 samples with average

diameters of 10 to �80 nm were conducted to enhance the understanding of the structural phase

diagram of nanoscale SrTiO3. A robust pressure independent polar structure was found in the 10 nm

sample for pressures up to 13 GPa, while a size dependent cubic to tetragonal transition occurs (at

P¼Pc) for larger particle sizes. The results suggest that the growth of �10 nm STO particles on

substrates with significant lattice mismatch may maintain a polar state for a large range of strain values,

possibly enabling device use. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4997332]

Perovskites form a particularly interesting class of mate-

rials because even slight modifications of the crystal struc-

ture can lead to dramatic changes in physical properties,

such as superconductivity, ferroelectricity, and ferromagne-

tism. Strontium titanate, SrTiO3 (STO), is considered to be a

model perovskite and plays an important role in the under-

standing of soft-mode-driven phase transitions, which have

been extensively studied for more than five decades.

SrTiO3 is known as an incipient ferroelectric material,

with its pure form remaining paraelectric down to �0 K.

Small perturbations of the structure, such as but not limited

to isotope substitution,1 chemical doping,2 the application of

electric fields,3 and/or stress,4 can result in the onset of a fer-

roelectric state at finite temperatures. For example, isotopic

substitution with 18O yields a system having a ferroelectric

transition temperature with Tc � 23 K. A large enhancement

of Tc was first reported by Haeni et al.5 When applying ten-

sile strain in STO epitaxial films, a ferroelectric transition can

be observed above room temperature. Additionally, aniso-

tropically strained STO thin films on a GdScO3 substrate

were reported to have a ferroelectric transition as high as

400 K.6 It has also been reported that the phase transition

behavior and domain structure in anisotropically strained

STO thin films differ significantly compared with isotropi-

cally strained films. According to a study conducted by Jang

et al., the role of strain is to stabilize longer range correlations

of pre-existing nanopolar regions (PNRs),7 related to uninten-

tional Sr deficiency.

The bulk STO system is cubic under ambient conditions.

However, the oxygen atoms located in the octahedral sites

can easily rotate around the central titanium atom, thereby

giving rise to possible distortions of the cubic crystal.8 An

antiferrodistortive (AFD) transition to a non-polar tetragonal

phase occurs at �105 K at ambient pressure in bulk samples.

This temperature-induced phase transition has been inten-

sively examined,9 both experimentally and theoretically,

with a soft phonon mode model proposed to describe the

observed transition. The AFD transition can also be affected

by applying pressure (see supplementary material).

Studies of simple nanoscale perovskites have been con-

ducted, with the aim of utilizing them in device applications

for high-density storage (supplementary material). In our

recent work conducted on various sizes of STO nanoparticles,

a polar state over a wide temperature range (20–300 K, possi-

bly with ferroelectric properties) was found in free-standing

10 nm nanoparticles.10 More recently, a scaled reduction of

STO thin films was found to have produced ferroelectricity.11

We note that while a large body of research has previously

been conducted on STO films and on the BaTiO3 system,

very limited studies on the atomic structure, ferroelectricity,

and the polar state of STO nanoparticles have been carried

out. Nanoscale STO can potentially possess unique properties

that are not exhibited by either bulk or film systems.

To assess this system in reduced dimensions, a system-

atic study of STO nanoparticles possessing various particle

sizes is needed. In this work, therefore, the phase diagram of

STO nanoparticles will be constructed by analyzing and

studying samples, incorporating a broad range of average par-

ticle diameters, under varying pressure conditions. Particles

averaging 20 nm to �83 nm in diameter are found to exhibit

size-dependent structural phase transitions, which occur at

lower pressures as the particle size is reduced. Conversely,

10 nm particles exhibit a robust pressure-independent polar

structure for pressures of up to 13 GPa. Experimental details

can be found in the supplementary material.

Figure S2 in the supplementary material shows repre-

sentative intensity vs. 2h XRD patterns (see also Fig. S1 in

the supplementary material). The transformation to 2h-space

revealed that the peaks from the pattern of the 83 nm sample

illustrated in Fig. S2(a) (supplementary material) are sharpera)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: tyson@njit.edu
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than those from the 20 nm sample, presented in Fig. S2(b)

(supplementary material), mainly due to the difference in the

particle size.12 The signal from the Ne pressure medium was

marked as * in Fig. S2(b) (supplementary material). With

this exception, no new peaks appear over the whole mea-

sured pressure range. Rietveld refinements were performed

on the collected XRD data to obtain the structural parameters

of the STO particles. The profiles of the refinement (data fit)

under ambient pressure for the 83 nm and 20 nm samples are

shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The 2h values of Fig. 1(b) have

been re-calculated for easy comparison. A high v2 value of

the refinement in Fig. 1(b) was obtained mainly due to the

background subtracted before refinement (see Ref. 13).

Typical v2 values for 10 nm and 83 nm STO are �0.2 over

the pressure range measured.

To better understand the correlation between pressure

and particle size, 3rd order equation of state (EOS) fits using

the Birch-Murnaghan (BM) equation P Vð Þ ¼ 3B0
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were per-

formed with the results presented in Fig. 2, where B0 is the

bulk modulus and B00 is the derivative with respect to pres-

sure. The error in pressure determination can be found in the

supplementary material. The order of the BM-EOS was

determined by examination of the Normalized pressure F vs.
Eulerian strain f plot (not shown) with the program Eosfit-

GUI.14 The error of the lattice was extracted directly from

Rietveld refinement as the uncertainty in fit parameters. We

note that the standard uncertainty from Rietveld refinement

is typically smaller than the real error.15 Figure 2(a) highlights the fitting curve using the 3rd

order BM-EOS between 0 and 12 GPa, showing that data

points were clearly off the curve at a certain pressure,16 indi-

cated as Pc. The residual (difference between the fit and the

data) shown as the lower plot in each panel reveals a sudden

change near 6–7 GPa. The bulk modulus B0 and its pressure

derivative B00 obtained from the fit are B0 ¼ 157 6 7 GPa and

B00 ¼ 9.1 6 2.9, respectively. B00 is slightly out of the normal

range, with typical values corresponding to B00 between 2

and 8.17 The value of B0 can be compared with the corre-

sponding value of other well-studied perovskites, which are

listed in Table S1 in the supplementary material. It can be

observed that although the 83 nm sample possesses a struc-

tural transition near 6 GPa, which is similar to the bulk value,

the bulk modulus is significantly smaller than that of the

bulk sample (�220 GPa). (The deviation at 6 GPa is more

evident in the diffraction peak widths, Fig. 3.) This result

can be caused by the size effects associated with the nano-

scale particles. The expansion of the STO lattice with

reduced size suggests a lattice softening with size reduction,

consistent with the B0 reduction. The expansion is due to the

reduction of the hybridization of the oxygen p and titanium d
bands (see previous work in the supplementary material of

Ref. 10). This behavior is also observed in Ref. 18, in which

the decrease in the electrostatic force caused by the valence

reduction of Ce ions and an increase in the ionicity of Ti ions

were argued to be the reason for the observed lattice expan-

sions in CeO2-x and BaTiO3 nanoparticles, respectively. A

similar analysis was not conducted with the 40 nm sample,

due to the lower 2h range with that data set, as mentioned in

FIG. 1. Rietveld refinement results at ambient pressure for (a) 83 nm and (b)

20 nm STO. The observed (crosses), calculated (solid line), and difference

(bottom line) patterns are shown. The vertical bars show the peak positions

for the refined model. The 2h values of (b) have been re-calculated for easy

comparison. The insets show an expanded region for the (101) peak.

FIG. 2. (a) The third order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state fit (solid

lines) of experimental results (circles) and the residual (green triangles)

between 0 and 12 GPa for 83 nm STO, with a deviation that can be observed

above �6 GPa. (b) Single model fit for the 20 nm sample over the entire

pressure range. (c) Single model fit for the 10 nm sample. The deviations

from the low-pressure phase are more evident in the peak width variations

(Fig. 3).
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the experimental details. By examining the data associated

with the 20 nm sample, as shown in Fig. 2(b), a deviation

(transition) is observed but is shifted towards a lower pres-

sure value of �2.5 GPa. A 3rd order BM-EOS over the entire

pressure range yields a B00 value of >30, which is not correct

and strongly suggests a structural phase transition during the

compression. Meanwhile, refinement of the data above

2.5 GPa yields B0 � 9.1 6 3.6 (not shown in the plot).

Looking at the residual curve, we also note that there is a

possible additional transition near �7 GPa.

Figure 2(c) presents the 3rd order BM-EOS fit for the

10 nm STO sample. The experimental data can be well

described by a single equation in the whole pressure range

(no significant deviations in the residual curves), which is

quite different from the 83 nm sample. The good agreement

of the data with the fitting curve suggests no structural transi-

tion in this pressure range. The pressure derivative B00
extracted from the refinement is 8.9 6 5.6, which is at the

upper limit of results for standard oxides. This enhancement

is typical of anisotropic compression.19 This behavior is in

good agreement with our previously reported work10 that

demonstrated that the 10 nm STO sample is polar over a

wide temperature range. The peak widths reveal the struc-

tural changes with pressure more clearly.

To more clearly view the pressure-dependent structural

change, we further investigated the XRD pattern by examin-

ing the change in peak widths as a function of pressure (look-

ing for splitting/broadening caused by structural transitions

to low-symmetry phases).20 In this work, we first fitted some

chosen peaks with a Lorentzian profile and then retrieved the

corresponding peak width vs. pressure curve. The results are

displayed in Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) includes the peak width vs.

pressure data for the (112), (002), (111), and (101) peaks,

which can be attributed to the 10 nm STO sample. The

10 nm sample yields no obvious trends which can be

observed through the entire pressure range of all of these

four peaks. The (112) and (002) peaks exhibit an almost lin-

ear response between ambient pressure and 13 GPa, sugges-

ting that the sample structure is stable in this pressure range.

However, as we increased the STO particle size, there are

clear deviations in the graphs [Figs. 3(b)–3(d)]. For example,

for the 20 nm sample, all four peaks maintain almost the

same width ratio up to �2.5 GPa, but a sudden increase is

observed near �2.5 GPa in the (112) and (002) peaks, which

is likely related to the structural transition from the cubic to

the tetragonal phase.20 This finding serves as strong evidence

that the 20 nm STO has given rise to a pressure-induced

structural phase transition at �2.5 GPa. As the particle size

is increased, the transition pressure is seen to shift towards

the higher pressure region. In Fig. 3(c), the transition pres-

sure is found to be �4.5 GPa for the 40 nm sample, and in

Fig. 3(d), the pressure is noted to be �6.0 GPa for the 83 nm

sample.

The above results here indicate that 10 nm STO also

has a stable tetragonal polar state up to 10 GPa, while the

other STO nanoparticles have a cubic to tetragonal transi-

tion at a pressure which decreases with decreasing particle

size. This work focuses on the structural transition (cubic

to tetragonal distortions), but the nature of this transition

needs to be determined by future experiments including

pressure dependent Raman, x-ray absorption, and neutron

scattering measurements. These combined measurements

will enable the determination of the phonon modes as a

function of pressure to make connections with the polar

state (ferroelectric or AFD21) Our previous study using

Raman spectroscopy, x-ray absorption spectroscopy, and

high-resolution x-ray diffraction10 indicate that the nanopar-

ticles are stoichiometric. For the materials studied in this

work, pair distribution function measurements and x-ray

absorption measurements (see Figs. S5 and S6 in the supple-

mentary material) further indicate no observable chemical

defects or any additional structural phases.

We investigated the transition pressure as a function of

different particle sizes, based on the bond-order-length-

strength theory developed by Chen et al.,22 correlating

pressure-induced changes with size-induced changes in the

transition temperature. The relationship between the transi-

tion pressure Pcj and the particle size Kj is found to be related

by the following expression: Pcj � Pcb C1� C2
Kj

� �
, where Pcb

is the transition pressure of the bulk sample and C1 and C2

are constants determined by the nature of the chemical bond-

ing inside the sample.

The theory suggests a linear correlation between the

transition pressure and the inverse of the particle size.

Examination of Fig. 4(b) reveals that this prediction holds

for this system. These combined results are found in Figs. 3

and 4 and give corroborative evidence for our previous

conclusion that the 20 nm, 40 nm, and 83 nm STO samples

exhibit a pressure-induced phase transition whose onset

appears to decrease with decreasing particle size, whereas

the 10 nm STO is stable (in a polar phase) between ambient

FIG. 3. Specified peak widths vs. pressure for the STO system extracted

from the diffraction patterns for particle sizes (a) 10 nm, (b) 20 nm, (c)

40 nm, and (d) 83 nm, respectively. There is a clear shift of the transition

pressure (Pc) towards the lower pressure region with decreasing particle size.
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pressure and 13 GPa. The structural phase diagram under

pressure is presented as Fig. 4(a). We note that other oxide

systems exhibit even more complex phase changes with size

and pressure such as TiO2.
23 However, the stabilization of

tetragonal and possibly polar states in STO nanoparticles is

the primary feature of this work. Detailed modeling of the

nanoparticulate systems by utilizing density functional meth-

ods may assist in determining the microscopic level mecha-

nism for the phase change as a function of particle size and

pressure and will be the topic of future work.

This result provides insight into the possible application

of STO nanoparticles of various sizes in data storage devices.

We note that in the BaTiO3 system, isotropic pressure sup-

presses the polar state in bulk samples as pressure increases

up to 10 GPa, leading to the cubic state for higher pres-

sures.24 In general, anisotropic pressure (strain) enhances the

polar phase in ATiO3 systems, as mentioned above. We note

that polar nano-scale STO particles can be synthesized by

simple wet chemical methods. One can grow or deposit the

nanoparticles (of diameter �10 nm) onto substrates25 with

significant lattice mismatch without appreciably altering the

polar state.

The application of an electric field to orient the particles

followed by annealing may produce a high-density nanoscale

array of nano-ferroelectric materials. By controllably depos-

iting the particles onto a densely patterned surface, high

capacity storage may be enabled.

In summary, we have conducted pressure-dependent

structural measurements (up to �20 GPa) on monodispersed

nanoscale samples with average diameters of 10 nm, 20 nm,

40 nm, and 83 nm, respectively. The transition pressure was

found to decrease with decreasing particle size, and a robust

pressure-independent structure of the 10 nm sample was

observed. The results suggest that growth of STO

nanoparticles (with near 10 nm diameter) onto substrates

which do not match the underlying STO lattice will not alter

the polar state of the system for a large range of strain val-

ues, thereby enabling more widespread device use.
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